DARREN JAMES INTERIORS

AN ENTERTAINER’S DELIGHT
AWARD-WINNING ELEGANCE

As a couple who loves to entertain, the owners of this home required a kitchen with the practicalities of a wellorganised work area, while also having the sophistication of beautiful entertaining space.
To fulfil the brief, Darren James Interiors adopted a linear design to complement the elongated space and removed
an existing wall to create a single open-plan kitchen and living area.
The Schweigen Casset rangehood is housed in a suspended bulkhead and a black acrylic under panel complements
the black gloss granite benchtop below. The granite island bench features textured stone ends and mitred fascia’s
delivering a raw natural stone feel.
A cantilevered polished concrete bench adds an industrial feel to the kitchen, emitting sense of space as the room
transitions to the entertainment area. Another highlight of this beautiful design is the custom-made timber screen in
the stairwell, which wonderfully accentuates the warmth of the timber flooring.
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The unique, angular feature light and stools were also imported from Italy and work together to enhance the
contemporary theme of the design. State-of-the-art appliances by Miele, including integrated fridges, a dishwasher,
oven, Combi-steam oven as well as the Gaggenau gas cooktop, together with premium internal hardware by Blum add
the finishing touch to the stunning project.
This outstanding project has earned Darren James Interiors the title of Queensland Kitchen Designer of the Year at
the 2014 Kitchen and Bathroom Designers Institute (KBDi) Designer Awards. The company was also awarded the
prestigious title of Australian Certified Designer of the Year.
Based in Brisbane, Darren James Interiors specialises in the design, manufacture, installation and project management
of the highest-quality kitchens, bathrooms and interiors.
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